










Both of these exanples illustrate a peculiar fact: even though it requires 
far less infonnation to write dCMil the name or the directions than to describe 
the face or the route, 'live rernenber the caiplex pictures and forget the s.inple 
words and nunerals. This denonstrates a fundanental truth about the human 
animal -- our brains are wired for pattern recognition, not for symbolic 
processing. Fran the tine 'live first greet the world and soon after recognize 
good old Man, to the mmerous images of people, places, and events that 'live

store as 'live grow older, 'live tend to learn and process infonnation as pictures 
( and sounds, and srrells, and touches, and tastes) • Nurrbers and words have 
their place -- as this introduction denonstrates - but the way to really 
understand and camunicate understanding is with pictures. 

Of course, this is hardly a new idea, but only rather recently have people 
fully recognized its consequences for analyzing and camunicating alx>ut data. 
Science and mathematics have long relied upon pictures and graphs, as a quick 
glance at practically air:f science or math textbook will show. But only within 
the past 20 to 30 years has statistics - which is concerned with how best to 
acquire, understand, and camunicate about data - broadly recognized how 
inportant and effective graphics can be in data analysis. 

This Guide is being published under the auspices of the Statistical 
Graphics Section of the .Anerican Statistical Association (�) • It aim:; to 
intrcxluce readers with no special knowledge of either statistics or graphics 
to sane of the new and exciting ideas in this growing field. When rrost people 
think of statistics, visions of nurrbers and foDllllas cate dancing into their 
heads. We hope that, after reading this Guide, graphs and pictures will frolic 
alongside. 
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